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GCC’s

Global Capability Centers (GCCs), are

offshore facilities set up by businesses

to offer an array of services to their

parent companies. Within the global

corporate structure, these centers

function as internal organizations that

offer specialized services like IT

support, customer service, research

and development, and other business

tasks. GCCs and GICs are critical in

leveraging cost efficiencies, and

accessing talent pools.

Establishing Global Capability

Centers, which go beyond the

conventional low maturity Captive

Centers/ Global In-house Center

(GIC) models, has proven to be

extremely valuable for top global

organizations looking to access top

talent and international markets. 



KEY POINTS 
TO SET UP GCC

Location
GCCs are frequently placed strategically in areas that provide a

number of advantages, such as a robust pool of talent, an

advantageous business climate, and cost considerations. This

location may be in a separate geographic area or the same nation

as the parent organization.

Infrastructure
The office space, technology infrastructure, and other facilities

needed to support their operations are usually owned by GCCs. The

center's infrastructure is tailored to the particular requirements of

the activities and tasks that are being performed there.

Legal Entity

GCC has a separate legal identity at its place of business as per the

local laws. Although GCCs operate independently, they are closely

affiliated with the parent organization. To guarantee alignment

with the organization's overarching strategic goals, the GCC and

the headquarters maintain constant cooperation and

communication.

Global Network

A vast array of multinational companies run several GCCs in various

parts of the world, forming a worldwide network of capacities.

Through this network, businesses can take advantage of time zone

advantages, access a wide pool of talent, and strategically place

themselves in important markets.



OUR
OFFERING

SKJ Juris’ Global Capability Center is set to revolutionize technological

brilliance and spur inventiveness across businesses and organizations. 

Acknowledging the crucial role technology plays in forming and shaping

global businesses, SKJ Juris seeks to serve as a strategic facilitator guiding

clients toward long-term successes and digital transformation.

At our GCC, businesses and organizations can avail our two of our solutions

mainly Captive Legal Back Office (LBO) Solution & IT Captive Center under this

GCC in order to drive enabled businesses toward unmatched successes.

https://www.skjjuris.com/global-capability-centre/
https://www.skjjuris.com/captive-lbo/
https://www.skjjuris.com/it-captive-center/


Infrastructure Support

Seating Capacity: Having separate units at one location helps in expansion

and growth of business and therefore with the same ideology, SKJ Juris offers

three proposed units with a seating capacity of 28 seats, 17 seats and 6 seats.

The 28 seater area has a dedicated Manager’s Cabin. The 28 seater

arrangement can be merged with 6 seater and 17 seater as per requirement.

Other: Conference rooms, Power Back-up, dedicated EPABX system, access

card control system, centralized air conditioners, shared pantry space, shared

washroom facility, security personnel.

Expertise

SKJ Juris’ multi functional competencies for establishing their global capability

center comprise consultation & support in an array of services to organizations.

Our expertise in diverse services across industries benefit organizations in

operating their business effectively that too with complete control

concurrently. We not just help organizations in setting up their operations but

also lend our support and expertise in accessing local talent pool as per

requirements of organizations. Apart from this, we also ensure smooth

functioning of the operations of the organizations in compliance with their

regulations/ policies. 
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CONTACT US

Do embark on a revolutionary journey with SKJ Juris where technology and

creativity converge for ground-breaking success.

www.skjjuris.com

info@skjjuris.com

1-646-450-9990 | +1-201-204-9499 |  +91-20-41282800 

Kundan Chambers, Thube Park, Shivaji Nagar, Pune 411005,
India
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